How To Build Your Personal Brand As A Real Estate Salesperson
Over three million active real estate licensees in the USA, 68% of realtors registered as a salesperson:
Do you have a chance to stand out from the crowd?
The statistics clearly show that home buyers or real estate investors have endless options in the USA.
The real estate industry has grown more competitive than ever, thanks to the internet and social media.
The data of NAR shows 51% of homeowners found homes through the internet.
As a real estate salesperson, building your personal brand is indispensable. You cannot survive being just
a salesperson or network with them.
•
•
•

You must be an Authority Resource for your prospects –the one who has answers to their
questions.
You will have to work on Genuine Relationship Building with your prospects
Provide them value by using different modes of communication

As a real estate agent, you have to develop your personal brand by playing all the notes rightly. It is only
possible by investing in personal branding.
Personal branding can be explained as positioning yourself as an authority in your niche or industry.
You position yourself by making conscious efforts to influence and shape the public perception of your
expertise. To put it simply, it is introducing yourself and reinforcing yourself as a brand and
authoritative figure in your industry.
Here are 7 cardinal tips on successfully building your personal brand as a real estate agent.

Start With Defining Your Target Audience
The starting point of branding is always defining the target audience. If you do not know your ideal
buyer, how can you think of a strategy to hook him?
Start with building a buyer persona. As a newbie real estate salesperson, you can study different buyer
personas in the industry and target them according to your expertise. For instance, there are first-time
home buyers, flippers, investors, etc.
Think of buyers’ painpoints, perspectives, preferences, consumption of social media, motivating factors,
etc. The answer to these questions will collectively help you make a clear buyer persona.
If you have past experience, you can identify your target audience by writing down the similarities of
buyers in your last 10 to 20 deals. Your target audience can be more than one kind of buyer.

Define Your Expertise
The buyer persona will help you define your expertise. Many people say that you should venture in
different areas of your industry. However, when you are building your personal brand, always start with
laser beam focus on ONE SPECIALIZED AREA. Your specialized area can be acreage, commercial
property, investors, flippers, or luxury. However, your expertise can be expanded to more than one
area, as discussed earlier.

Position Yourself As A Leader
The buyers have endless options in the market. As a personal brand, you have to position yourself to be
the leader. Leading does not mean that you have to be someone who leads a group of realtors. Instead,
it relates to building your authority in your space.
Be someone who has the answers to questions. When buyers come to ask questions, you must have the
confidence, capability, and of course, answer to their questions.
You can build your authority in several ways:
1. Dedicate some time in a day to update yourself on the industry stats, data analytics, new
progressions, laws, etc. When you are knowledgeable, the prospects value you as an expert.
2. The power of the internet is beyond imagination. Build your brand online; register a domain and
start posting value-driven content to enlighten your target audience. Also, leverage social
media free platforms to attract customers.

SWOT Analysis To Develop Brand Identity
SWOT analysis stands for: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats!
You will identify the problematic areas, industry opportunities, your strengths, and possible threats by
doing a SWOT analysis.
For instance, suppose your strength is a strong social media presence and running social media
marketing campaigns. The real estate industry has an opportunity for you since the internet and social
media marketing is more relevant than traditional marketing nowadays. But at the same time, there is a
threat as more real estate salespersons are shifting to the internet and social media marketing.
How will the analysis help you build brand identity?
Your brand identity is the intersection of ‘what you say about yourself and ‘what others say about you?’
If you do not perform a SWOT analysis, you cannot paint a true picture of yourself. You have identified
your weaknesses and your strengths.
When you develop your identity, the intersection set will be large. It will also improve your authority in
the industry.

Define Your Unique Value Proposition
Unique Value Proposition is characterized as your distinctiveness. How do you differentiate yourself
from other realtors?
Imagine yourself in a presentation to pitch your customers. You tell them your UVP as ‘I love to help
others. Therefore, I am a real estate agent and help people sell their homes or buy their dream homes.’
So what?
All the salespersons, brokers, and agents are doing the same.
Why should the buyer work with you and not with another real estate salesperson?
This question will lead you to define your unique selling proposition.

All the steps discussed above will help you identify your unique selling point:
•
•
•
•
•

Why do customers work with you?
What are your expertise areas?
What are your strengths?
What are you known for as an authority?
What are your future goals about taking forward your real estate brand?

Be Visible To Your Audience
Now comes the advertising part; you have to be visible to your audience. Just like in traditional
advertising, there are billboards all around, brochures, tv ads, radio ads, etc., social media marketing
works alike.
You don’t have to be only visible to your audience. The focus is to remain top of the mind all the time.
When your audience is consuming enough dose of visibility, the conversion rates will improve
automatically. That’s why Facebook Retargeting is an excellent technique. Your prospects are watching
the same ad again and again, which turns to have a 150% more conversion rate.
When visibility is concerned, consistency and persistence are very critical.
What is consistency?
Consistency is to be consistent in posting content on your social media, website, YouTube, etc. Your
audience is in touch with you through your value-driving content.
Persistence is to be consistent across the board, be it your Facebook, Instagram, Linked In, YouTube,
Twitter, or website. A lot of businesses make the mistake of being inconsistent with branding across
different platforms.
Imagine your Facebook page has excellent design and consistency. YouTube has a pre-made template
with a different color scheme. LinkedIn presence is near to nill. It sounds like a disaster.
Choose the same color theme, logo, branding kit, color schemes, graphics, etc. All platforms should be
coherent and give a persistently consistent look.

Goodwill And Honesty
Last but not least, goodwill and honesty are very important to successfully build your personal brand.
Honesty signifies that you must always act in the best interest of your customers. Always be honest
about every transaction. Don’t hesitate even if the deal does not seem to turn in your favor. Picture the
broader landscape and act accordingly.
Goodwill relates to your empathic relationship and mutual trust with your audience. Make yourself
available and accessible for your prospects. Give them a comfortable space to ask questions from you.
The customers and prospects will become your brand advocates eventually.

In A Nutshell,
Undoubtedly, the real estate industry has become highly competitive. The cities are full of different real
estate brands offering more or less the same services. You can outstand the rest by personal branding,
offering a unique value proposition, and leveraging the power of digital marketing.

